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•THIS PAPER reports on a study of the use of aerial photography and data banks in 
providing a unified information system for highway engineers, who normally require a 
vast quantity of data to cope with problems in highway planning, design, construction, 
and maintenance. 

Highway engineers need a greater capability to obtain required data quickly and ef
ficiently. Obtaining and handling expanding volumes of data can be facilitated through 
use of a unified information system which collects, stores, updates, and retrieves 
data, thus helping speed and improve the task of the highway engineer. The system 
actually is an integrated photogrammetric data bank which is being developed, using 
principally aerial photography, semiautomated analog-digital readout equipment, auto
mated line plotters and electronic data processing. The objective of the photogram
metric data bank is to provide data and information to the highway engineer for work in 
whlch road and area dela.ili, a1·e uece1o1oa.ry ; lhe atlva.11lages a1·e speed, accessibility, 
and flexibility. The photogrammetric data bank concept is illustrated in Figure 1. 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

Although several types of aerial photography and sensors could be used as the data 
input source for a data bank, including black and white, color, infrared, and radar, 
products made from black and white aerial photography have been used thus far in the 
development of the system. These include (a) contact prints or enlargements; (b) rec
tified prints, where the effects of tilts are reduced; (c) orthophotographs having not 
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Figure 1. Photogrammetri c data bank concept. 
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• SEE FIGURE 3 

~FIRST NODE, 
SAME EXCfPT 
SAME EXCEPT 
SAME AS 001 
SAME AS 002 
SAME .t1S 003 
SAME AS 001 
SAME AS 002 
SAME AS 003 
SAME AS 001 
SAME AS 002 
SAME AS 003 
SECOND NODE 

RESIDENTIAL, 4-LEG 
COMMERCIAL 
INDUSTRIAL 

INTERSECTION 

EXC. 3-LEG INT. 
EXC. 3-LEG INT. 
EXC. 3-LEG INT. 
EXC. 5-LEG INT. 
EXC. 5-LEG IIIJT. 
EXC. 5-LEG INT. 
EXC. OVER 5-LEG 
EXC. OVER 5-LEG 
EXC. OVER 5-LEG 

INT. 
INT. 
INT. 

NORTH OR WEST SIDE 
NORTH OR WEST SIDE 
NORTH DR WEST SIDE 
SOUTH OR EAST SIDE 

PAVED CURB TD CURB 
SURFACED 
UNIMPROVED 

STREET LIGHT REL. 
STREET LIGHT REL. 
STREET LIGHT REL. 

LOW INTENSITY 
MEDIUM INTENSITY 
HIGH INTENSITY 

TRAFFIC SIGNAL 0/H 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL ON CORNER 
FIRE HYDRANT SINGLE 
FIRE HYDRANT DOUBLE 
FIRE HYDRANT TRIPLE 
FIRE HYDRANT FLUSH 
ISOLATED TREE 
SIDEWALK - FULL CONCRETE 
SIDEWALK - FULL MACADAM OR OTHER 
SIDEWALK - RIBBON - CONCRETE 
SIDEWALK - RIBBON - MACADAM OR OTHER 
CURVED STREET - EDGE 
PARKING METER 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
CORNER DR EDGE OF 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
CORNER OR EDGE OF 
MANHOLE - SEWER 
MANHOLE - WATER 
MANHOLE - POWER 

BUILDING - RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDING - COMMERCIAL 
AUILDING - INDUSTRIAL 
DRIVEWAY - CONCRETE 
DRIVEWAY - ASPHALT 
DRIVEWAY - OTHER MATERIAL 
ROAD -PAVEMENT EDGE 
PARKING AREA 

MANHOLE TELEPHONE 
SEWER INLFT 
AUILOING DIVIDER 

Figure 2. Sample list of codes for photogrammetric data bank. 
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only effects of tilt eliminated, but in addition having uniform scales; and (d) mosaics 
made from these three types. Other types will be considered as system development 
progresses. 

An important consideration governing the selection of the type of aerial photography 
is cost. The costs of photographic products not only are affected by the type of photo-
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graphy employed but also by factors such as quantity to be produced and quality speci
fied, and by other conditions such as contractor's physical facilities, labor costs, pro
fit, and market conditions. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The collection operation consists largely of extracting the required data from aerial 
photographs. During the collection phase, data are selected and recorded digitally as 
X, Y coordinate positions of image details that are apparent or have been made so by 
annotations on the aerial photograph. Each set of coordinate~ locates an image detail, 
and each image detail is assigned a program code. The codes thus represent image 
details, such as fire hydrants, street lights, or parking meters and also describe the 
characteristics of the road. The collection phase is not limited to aerial photography, 
but includes first-hand observation at the site and searching source records known to 
be current and accurate. 

Sample codes for a hypothetical photogrammetric data bank are listed in Figure 2 
together with the image details they represent. Each of the details can be elaborated 
upon to provide as much code information as necessary for a comprehensive analysis 
of the road characteristics. The amount of elaboration will depend on the engineering 
problems the data bank will serve. For example, in Figure 2, codes 039, 040, 041 
and 042 give four types of surfacing details for sidewalks. other types of detail could 
have been listed for sidewalks and other road details in addition to those given, de
pending on the need. 

> 

Figure 3. Sample of the first (identification) card of a road-section record. 
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* 10000 ** ARGYLE STREET 
10005 MOUNT VERNON 
10010 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET 
10011, r~ • R TH WASHINGTON STREET 
10012 SOUTH ADAMS STREET 
10013 NORTH ADAMS STREET 
10015 SOUTH VAN BUREN STREET 
10016 r~ • R TH VAN BUREN STREET 
1001A EVANS STREET 
10020 D-ALE DRIVE 
10025 WILLIAMS STREET 
10030 CAIRO STREET 
10032 SARAH STREET 
10035 HUNGERFORD DRIVE 
10038 UPTON STREET 
10040 PERRY STREET 
49998 '110 SUCH STREET 
49999 DEAD END STREET N-S 

60000 WEST MONTGOMERY AVENUE 
60001 EAST MONTGOMERY AVENUE 
60005 JEFFERSON STREET 
60010 DAMEWOOD LANE 
60015 CDMMERCE LANE 
6002.0 FAYETTE PARK ROAD 
6002 -5 HARRISON STREET 
60030 WOOD LANE 
60032 DAWSON STREET 
6003-4 \JOR TH STKEET 
60036 MARTINS LANE 
60038 VINSrHJ STREET 
99998 \JO SUCH STKEET 
99999 DEAD E~m STREET E-W 

* CODE 
** ROAD NAME 

Figure 4. Table lock up (printout of information stored on computer magnetic tape). 

The collected data are recorded on a series of punched cards from which a print
out of the type shown in Figure 2 can be obtained. The first card of the series contains 
identification information that relates the set of punched cards to a given road or area; 
the second and succeeding cards contain the data on the image details desired. 

The first column of the first card, the identification card (Fig. 3), will always be 
punched as an "I" so that the computer will recognize the initial card in the series as 
an identification type. The next 16 columns (2-17) of the identification card contain 
geographical codes, which permit the retrieval of data for any particular geographical 
entity, such as watershed, enumeration or election district, or census tract. The 
rest of the columns of the identification card are punched as fields representing codes 
and coordinates for the road details required. 

Five-digit codes are used to identify the road to be observed and inventoried and 
the two intersecting roads that define the road length. Figure 4 shows a sample print
out of 5-digit codes stored on magnetic tape and the roads they identify. Any one of 
these codes punched on the card enables the computer to select the proper road from 
the stored information and subsequently to add it to the end of the corresponding road
section record (Fig. 6) for greater accessibility in subsequent printing. The locations 
of road intersection nodes and edges of the paved portion of the road on the aerial 
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Figure 5. Sample of the second and succeeding cards of a road-section record. 

photography are represented by sets of X, Y coordinates. As shown in Figure 3, each 
X coordinate and Y coordinate contains 4 digits, and the complete set of coordinates 
(a total of- 8 digits) is followed by a 3-digit code representing the characteristics of 
the image detail being observed. These 3- digit codes, examples of Vlhich are listed 
in Figure 2, were mentioned previously. 

The second and succeeding punched cards of a set for a given road section each con
tain up to seven sets of codes and X, Y coordinates (Fig. 5). The format of a series 
of codes preceded by X, Y coordinates was adopted to ease the collecting aspect of the 
unified information system. Since seven sets of eleven digits each require 77 columns, 
¾-ha l".'lcf. fl,,,,.o,n nAl,,YV\-nC'I /r']Q Qn) TTTA'V1n 1 ,,. ..... C"l ..... ..,., .. ..,,,.;i .fr....-. ,..,-.....,c,,-..,,,,.,_;,~,.... ...,,,,......,.,,1-,.,....,,.; .... ,...,. 
.,,. ........ .._.....,....,., ..,,.,..._ .......... '-'...,..._"'""&.L.L.1..1..._, \I._, \JV/ '' V.&. V A,.._,.__,.._,.,_ V .._,.._... .LV.L V'-JJ..L...,VV'-A.L.LV V .LJ.1....1..1..LJ.JJ\..,,&, L.1..1.f:;• 

A computer program has been written for storing these data on magnetic tape in a 
program language called Autocoder. This program as written not only stores but also 
'l"Yl,.,.-n;V"\,,l.,.fri.c fhri. nr.11..-.....,.,_.,.....-:J ,-1,....,_,... ,.,,.... .i.i-..-.-1- .,_1-,,,...., ,n;,.;u.i,, ..... .f .,_i...,... ,,.,--,.n . ...J ;,., ... ..-.. ......... ...,...,,4-,,.,-1 .......... .--l ,,.,.....,...,..,...,.,J,......J 
.L.L.L-.U . .Ll-'U..LW.\,'-'..., " .......... VV.L.LVVLVU. \..4.""l,"" PU L,J,,L'-1,l, L.lJ."-., "' .L'U.LJ..l U.J.. l,J,J,\:", .L U'4.U. J..O VVJ.J..1.1-'U.l,VU. u.uu .J.. \;;;,'-.,,V.L uc;u, 

and alters the format of each code appearing on the second and succeeding punched 
cards and its corresponding sets of X, Y coordinates. The code now precedes a two
digit field representing the number of sets of the X, Y coordinates inserted by the pro
gram, which in turn is followed by the series of X, Y coordinates (compare Figs. 5 
and 7), whereas originally a code followed each set of coordinates. 

A sample road-section tape record from the photogrammetric data bank in which 
data were totored by the program written for this study is tohown in Figures 6 and 7. 
Figure 7 contains a complete explanation of the data and information shown in printout 
form in Figure 6. Printed out is practically every column in the first card, the iden
tification card, except for the latot three representing the consecutive numbering. 
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Added were the four digits, 0040, which 
represent the computer calculation of the 
width of the road section, namely 40 ft 
( see fifth line of Fig. 7). Following in the 
tape record are the reformated codes and 
their X, Y coordinates with the 2-digit 
number inserted during the computer op
eration (example in sixth line of Fig. 7-
the 03 following code 030). Deleted are 
the 3-digit fields representing the con
secutive numbering of the second and suc
ceeding punched cards. 

LINE-S™ULA TED MAP 

One useful byproduct of a photogram
metric data bank is a special-purpose map 
prepared by the computer from the data 
in storage. With a computer program 
manipulation, the stored data can be pre
pared for input to a high-speed printer 
to produce a line-simulated map of the 
type shown in Figure 8, 

To demonstrate the feasibility of the 
operation, a map program was written, 
and a sample deck of approximately 1, 500 
punched cards was prepared using an 
electronic readout system and a fictitious, 
annotated aerial photograph. As shown 
in Figure 9, the data included (a) in col
umn 7-a 1-digit command, 0 (zero), to 
be used for character printing on an elec
tronic line plotter (other commands are 
8 for pen down and 9 for pen up); (b) in 
column 8-an alphanumeric character, $, 
representing a road item, in this instance 
a parking meter (see Figs. 2 and 7); and 
(c) in columns 10-13 and 16-19-the X 
coordinate (228. 5) and the Y coordinate 
(185. O), respectively, which locate the 
position of the parking meter on the map. 

This deck of punched cards could have 
been produced manually be recording the 
X, Y coordinates on a form from which 
keypunching could be done later, but in 
this sample case, a readout system of 
the type shown in Figure 10 was used . 
The digitizing of the X, Y coordinates was 
done directly by means of the cursor cen
tered on the road-detail image, and by 
closing a foot switch. The command and 
character were added later to columns 7 
and 8, respectively. Groups of punched 
cards representing a particular item were 
bunched so as to facilitate the punching. 

The high-speed printer line-simulated 
map (Fig. 8) was produced by having the 
X axis represented by the horizontal line 
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bt~~H):2l2t·24f.3Z1.l GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION (CENSUS TRACT, ELECTION DISTRICT, ETC.) 

~~li:l ~ !iioo,oj !NORTH ADAMS STREET! !DAMEWOOD L ANE ! I WOOD LANE! 

am:wi:s1<i ffi!1 FIRST NODE COMMERCIAL - 4-LEG INTERSECTION 

~ SECOND NODE 

40-FOOT WIDTH 

~ l03&&4'$/M@flj'6Jffii!,~ 3 STREET LIGHTS OF MEDIUM INTENSITY 

ij~j i O 4!Uil'@?..§eJDtB®,ew:Ul@~ffi~l 4 PARKING METERS 

1§."4~1 ~ ~A~llml~• -UJ CORNERS OF COMMERCIAL BUILDING 

l~.'5,e,J~~??IU&.~15~ CORNERS OF ROAD SECTION 

LEGEND 

UllllllllllJ X COORDINATE 

lc'i>i1i<I Y COORDINATE 

t:• :c: •:•:: ·.1 CODE 

c::::::J COMPUTER ANALYSIS 

X LIGHT 

a PARKING METER 

~ ·---1--r750 
WOOD • LANE 

• BUILDING CORNER O o o 
10 0 IO 0 
ft') oe::,- ~ It) 

Figure 7. Explanation of sample road-section tape record shown in Figure 6. 

output of the printer carriage, and the Y axis represented by the vertical line spacing. 
The numbers printed on the edges of the map are the last three whole digits of the X, 
Y coordinates. There were 10 and 8 spaces per inch for the X axis and Y axis, re
spectively, and at the scale of 20 feet to 1 inch, each X-axis space represented 2 feet 
in length and each Y-axis space represented 2 ½ feet in length. There was an option 
in the map program for differing the scale in one direction from the scale in the other 
direction. The characters specified were printed on one sheet in the X direction until 
all of the X coordinate print positions (maximum of 132) were exhausted. If more than 

· 13f dia.rad:eis lri. the· X dfrecffon haa l5een required, . they could have been printed on ·a · 
second sheet which could be subsequently alined with the first sheet and spliced to it. 
The program was written so that if 2 or more data points fell in the same location, the 
last one, and only the last one, would be plotted. 

One advantage of the high-speed printer line-simulated map is the capability of 
automatically suppressing superfluous details from the map and including only details 
needed in a particular study. One shortcoming is that the output does not truly portray 
a map in the popular sense; another is that curves are nut periedly revreseuted. These; 
curves, however, may be of assistance in checking the presence of needed points on 
curves for other possible outputs. Any graphic portrayal could be digitized, stored, 
manipulated if desired, and then recaiied to be dispiayed by a high-sveed IJl'inter 01· 

electronic line or incremental plotter. 

ELECTRONIC INCREMENTAL AND LINE AUTOMATIC PLOTTERS 

It is now possible to produce high quality maps, charts, and graphs automatically, 
which previously had to be hand drafted. Electronic incremental or line automatic 
plotters, modern concepts of machine drafting, can now provide automated high-speed 
plotting and annotating. With the use of programmed subroutines and support routines, 
these plotters with simple commands can be made to draw curves and dotted or dashed 
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Figure 8. Example of a line-simulated map. 
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-(!) PRINT COMMAND FOR PLOTTER (COLUMN 7) 

~;- CHARACTER TO BE PRINTED (COLUMN 8) 

COORDINATE (COLUMNS 10- 13) 

COORDINATE (COLUMNS 16- 19) 
I ,>-,, ,----"---\ 

I ~ , , OS f ~ 5 ~eso , 1 , , , , , 1 t 1 1 , " 
• ~ , 111 ll'll!l1!!u.1111n!Nb1an1c~ln:nn.~11:H!I JlbJ,. n11 111!ul,1cu+1!gl!! fi !l '!l~1111 11u l'J U1t1oi::11•~~" u " u 1 111 "'' u ,1 .. • 

I t • ! •• la II II r II r1 11, t 11 11 :s I ,, u ft n n ")I u >t nu 11 H u .. H " ~ , n • • I H II u. •• 11> 1 H II W u; "'' ~ " 

t 1.l' 3 4 :, 6 n 10 u \J ,~ t4 "IO ~ n ,. ,, , 2.l 1fi ., , ~ti • = = t, ;!~ ~· 111,.0 ,Cl . ..., 
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1111 11111 11111 1, 111 11111 11111 1 111 1 11111 1 1 111 11111 1 1111 11111 1 1111 1 1111 11 111 111111 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 112 2 2 n 2 2 2 22 2 21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 11 1 22 212 2 2 11 2 2 111 1 1 2 221 1211 2 2 2112 2 2 11 2 2 

3 3 3 3 33 31 3 3 3 3 3 3 l3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33333 3 33 3 l 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 333H 333H 3 J 3 331 

4444 4 4 4 44 44 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 44 44 4H 4 • 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 44 44 44444 44 44 4 4 4 44 4 444H 4 44 44 444 4 44 

~HHS s1ss l ss 1ss l • "•s s• ,1, sss slsss•«ss• IC:. 5 ~ < < < 5 5 5 1s1s s s •.,• a • <l<S 5 <l<S S5 < <l<SS<« s s.s 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7 7 7 7 J 7 7 7 1 1 1 7 1 7 1 111111 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 l 7 l 71 J 11 7 11 1 1 7 7 11 7 7 7 1 J 7 7 7 l 7 7 7 l 7 11 7 7 7 7 1 7 l,I 1 7 1111 1 1 7 1 1 

e e e aa e sl BB 31 e e aal e e 88 e e Bl see ee e e e Blee e Bl a e e 88 e e e e u e e ae see I sa e e e 88 ea s aa e e e aa ea ee 

.... ., .... ,.,. ... ,. ....•.... ., .... ~ .... ., .. ,., ...... ,. ... ,. ......... ., ... ., .... .,., ....••... ,. 

999 999 999 9999999999999999 999 9999999 9 999989999990999 999 999989999999999999999 9 9999 
'-' I t 1 i I I r I t 11 11 11 1) HI H ' ' " Ul!I HnnJ I'! K212UI 11lUI) • • ina • lc: IT4H J ~ Cl ci •04t- u l,c Ull\Jl,i ii !ll 5JSU! lt1i •1 1:1:J .. !ll A'16fU lft JI nu,u , tt n11 h to _,,/ 

IO M !t2: il2 IDW tJCflYIOC uuncAU 

Figure 9. Example of a punched card for a line-simulated map. 

ANNOTATED CURSOR 

Figure 10. Typical electronic readout system for punched card preparation. 

lines, to select pens and advance paper, and to plot alphanumeric characters. Figure 
11 shows a typical line plotter with a magnetic tape drive. Figure 12 illustrates an 
output produced with a plotter that had a punched-card input with a format similar to 
the one shown in Figure 9. 



Figure l l. Typical automatic line plotter and tape drive . 
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911 
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Figure 12. Example of automatic line plotter output. 
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND DISADVANTAGES 

The benefits to be derived from the integration of aerial photography and electronics 
would be many. It no longer would be necessary to conduct ad hoc surveys because all 
needed data would be in the information system. The data could be collected intelli
gently and economically, without duplication and with a minimum of drudgery. With 
an efficient, established, and proved information system, the strain of handling large 
quantities of data would be eased. In addition, the information could be more accurate 
and reliable, in a compact automatic data processing storage setup, and in a single, 
centralized and highly accessible location. 

Some of the disadvantages of a photogrammetric data bank would be the need (a) to 
compile a code dictic nary, (b) to code inquiries, ( c) to write computer programs and 
buy data processing and other expensive equipment, and (d) above all, to do some hard 
planning. In spite of these disadvantages, it is essential to institute a centralized in
formation system that would permit automated selective presentation of information 
and improved management through the rapid processing of data. The results of pro
cessing could then be made available in time to influence any management process be
ing controlled or monitored. 

CONCLUSION 

It was not until the appearance of modern data processing, automatic plotting, and 
digital readout equipment that the concept of a photogrammetric data bank cou_ld be 
considered within the realm of possibility. Now that such equipment not only is avail
able but has been developed to a high degree of sophistication, a photogrammetric 
data bank, as described in this report, not only is feasible, but should be developed 
and made available as a service to highway engineers. It is extremely desirable Lo 
expedite the coordination of aerial photography techniques with modern electronic 
equipment through further research and development and thus take full advantage of 
the progress that has been made to date in the two fields. 
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